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The dude's voice is a little unclear. shoulda have subtitle
Apart from that everything is great. This game so awesome little bit hard for search tera mega(money in game) easy for get
level,,for graphics not bad at all for the rating i give 4\/5,,if u bored play dota u can play this game gor refresh your brain :D. i
think that the controls are poo poo doo doo but maybe i'm just really bad at this game

or both. What a bargain! Only 2 dollars at this time! Fantastic user interface, nice library of models to populate a scene. Terrain
editor is fun to work with, multiple terrains can be patched together to create vast landscapes. The rigged human model is easy
to pose in VR. Wow! I am thoroughly impressed. Still exploring and learning how to utilize this software,but enjoying doing so.
It would be nice if the publisher had some tutorial videos but this is not overly difficult to figure out. I am a big fan of VR
software that allows the user to create enviornments: Modbox, Diorama Worlds, World Builder, SculptVR, Climbey are all
worth checking out. StageX has some features that surpass the other software mentioned.

I am adding a link to some video I recorded while in App\/Game https:\/\/youtu.be\/LhybT12FiT0. Brutal, but so much fun. I
recently just bought this game, and i can't wait to play more of it!!. Vey fun game, and perfect to play with friends. And with
such a simple easy to grasp concept anyone can pick it up and play. I can also see the possibility of further content to come. e.g
customising the helmet your spartan wears, or pehaps even adding different arenas to fight in. Overall it's a really fun game, and
I support the developer in all their future projects.. It's short and sweet and very poignant. I shed a few tears at the end. Overall
it sort of felt like a Black Mirror episode with a bunch of characteristic BioShock action (with plenty of rebalancing tweaks and
new gameplay elements).. Pretty good so far. Warning: it is not an easy game!. Oh My God! I grew up playing this game with
friends for hours on end back in elementry school and now its on steam, this... hold on, i'm having nostalgia. Best part? They
didn't change a single thing!

I'd recomend this game to anyone, it's fun, addictive, and for a great price. I hope that this release to steam rekindles the online
multiplayer community and gets people interested in it once again. It's a steal for only $6.
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The best armor in my opinion. This game is much better than I expected, especially for the price. I've played many games priced
higher than this that don't offer the same amount of enjoyment. I am especially fond of how each country speaks their own
language, unless addressing something vital.. Kalimba is a very beautiful platformer with good music. The only bad thing about
it I can say is it is short, took me just a little over 2 hours to finish it. However if I was a perfectionist I believe it would take
way more time. In each level there are 70 collectibles and for your each death you lose one point. Collecting all items is not hard
but not dying can be very very hard. In the second half of the game I think I died around 20 times average in each level, but it
never gets frustrating. It saves frequently and you respawn very close to where you die. You never have to redo parts you already
passed (unless you want perfect result for each level, in which case you have to restart level to restart death count).

In conclusion it is a good platformer for both casual players and players who wants a challenge. As long as you don't care about
it being short I recommend buying it.. This soundtrack is literally one of the best soundtracks in all of indie gaming.

So do pick that up. Then immediately delete the game from your hard drive.. Well, this game still needs a lot of work, to say the
least.

However, it's got promise as a good game, if the developers want to work on it.

This game concept has so much potential I am disappointed that thedevelopers didn't fix all the issues and expand the game.

I would have loved to see lots of stuff added, like level editors, modding kit, and more game modes

Due to the fact the developers seem unwilling to update the game or improve it, I'd only recommend it if you can grab it for
next to nothing on sale like I did. Honestly, if you're paying next to nothing for it, the game is good for a few laughs and an little
bit of entertainment, even if it's not perfect, and certainly not a finished product.

Who would like this game:
People who love quirky silly games (Goat simulator fans, and I am Bread fans, you'll like this one.)

Who would not like this game:
People who are infuriated by bugs.
People who can't handle oversensitive controls.
People who can't enjoy a game that is clearly not finished.
People who lack a sense of humor or don't like silly little toy games.. Fantastic tunes. I've had the songs from the game running
through my head for a month.. Game features various british accents and a load of slang and wordplays and has no localization -
and it's not a starter's english material, keep this in mind before purchasing.
One of the most undeservedly forgotten games - published by Telltale games before they started doing the interactive movie-
type of games. Hector is a traditional point and click, and it's a fairly easy one - it has some point and click logic to it, especially
given by it's twisted style, but it helps with lots of references ingame, and with an ingame full guide.
The game is quite mature in topics, but at the same time has crude, juvenile and absurd humour. Play the policeman who for
whatever reason goes the distance to save his cesspool of a town while verbally abusing whoever he can, comitting breaking in,
indecent exposure, blackmailing, felony and some other nice stuff just to get the job done. Certainly it takes a personality to put
up with the game, but the game has really high production value. Filled to the brim with wordplays for better of worse, original
ideas, a honestly great storyline and really memorable puzzles. I can understand that the game is not for everyone because of it's
style, but I do believe that the game is genuinely outstanding, and one of the very best point and clicks I've ever played. Very
much recommended to get it if you're interested!
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